


Humanity ☯ Technology



Our world will change more in the next 
20 years than in the previous 300 years.

It could be heaven or it could be hell (#hellven)











Digital Ethics: the difference between doing whatever technological progress will 
allow us to do, and putting human happiness and societal flourishing first at all times



We are at the pivot point of 
exponential technological 
change - but our ETHICS 
have not kept up!
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Data is the new Oil, and Artificial Intelligence is the new Electricity: 
an irresistible, $50 Trillion gold-rush









AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)

AI: MACHINES THAT CAN HEAR, SEE, SPEAK, LEARN… THINK?



Landscape of Human Competence (Moravec, Tegmark) 
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Intelligent Assistance (IA) will be DISRUPTIVE but AGI will be EXISTENTIAL





  We need a global moratorium on Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)



Security?    Data Protection?       Privacy?      Digital Rights?
 Governance?    Accountability? Regulation?

We are building a new META-INTELLIGENCE

Social Contract?  Ethics? Values? 
     Sustainability?



Security?    Data Protection?       Privacy?      Digital Rights?
 Governance?    Accountability? Regulation?

We are building a new META-INTELLIGENCE

Social Contract?  Ethics? Values? 
     Sustainability?“Technology can do great things, but it does not 

WANT to do great things. It does not want anything.” 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Tim Cook, CEO, Apple October 25 2018







Not sustainable



Not sustainable



Ethics is knowing the difference 
between what you have a right 
(or the power) to do and what is 

the right thing to do

Not sustainable



The externalities of exponential technological growth must be INCLUDED in the digital economy, as well!





The more we connect the more we must protect what makes us human



For now the biggest danger is not that machines will eliminate 
us but that we become too much like them



Europe needs to adopt a holistic, future-ready mindset: 50% STEM and 50% HECI!

Humanity 
Ethics 
Creativity 
Imagination

Science 
Technology 
Engineering  
Mathematics



We must invest as much in 
humanity as we do in technology!



The Future: awesome humans on-top of amazing technology





Exponential technological progress + circular economy principles + digital ethics = a sustainable future


